This paper describes 'eTV', a novel form of 'Inhabited TV' in which video streams from broadcast TV are combined with a 3D Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE). Inhabited TV makes the television more than just a device to consume content through, it also becomes one to communicate through. eTV allows distributed inhabitants to view content from within a virtual 'TV community' and provides an extension to viewing TV as it is experienced today. For example, groups or individuals could connect to an eTV community to view a live sporting event, a debate, a game show, or any other content in which feeling membership of the virtual audience would add to the enjoyment. Inhabitants can communicate with each other via a combination of profiling, text chat, audio conferencing and video conferencing.
Introduction
Digital broadcasting will allegedly change the very nature of broadcasting and drive the industries involved towards a new structure. Initially, analogue television showed very rapid growth, both when it was first introduced and when colour services were first started. However, although initial development was strong, the demand is no longer growing, because: 1) televisions are only changed on average once every ten years and; 2) satellite and cable systems have only achieved limited penetration.
In contrast to the established televisual media, Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVE's) have evolved over only the last decade into an expanding branch of computer science linked to virtual reality and Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW). A number of approaches to the design of CVE's have been proposed using a myriad of models and protocols 1 . Most noticeably for our research into Inhabited TV, COMIC 2 sought to develop new paradigms for combining distributed virtual reality with the CSCW community developing new ways of supporting of co-operative work, e.g. [Benford94] , and has greatly influenced the evolution of Inhabited TV applications research.
Fierce competition for effective digital 'valueadded' services will potentially lead to service 1 E.g. DIVE [Carlsson93] , MASSIVE 1&2 [Greenhalgh94] & [Greenhalgh97] , Broll's work [Broll97] , NPSNET [Macedonia94] , SPLINE [Barrus96] , and BT's DEE [Powers97] and [Powers98] . 2 services. We propose that the conjunction of the television with the computer coupled with the impending digital delivery infrastructure will allow the television to be used for 'more than just pictures' [Gilder96] . Our research has focussed on how to combine these technologies in a manner accommodating (and uniting) historically disparate communities with diverse media requirements, allowing them to co-(in)habit in television -i.e. 'inhabited TV'. This integration has enabled two fundamental advantages over the conventional distinction between the computer and the television. Firstly, integrating the broadcast TV stream directly into the virtual environment allows a sociologically coherent synthesis of these media devices. Secondly, by affording 'inhabitants' both a video and an audio stream for communication, we incorporate a broad channel with which to communicate from inside the eTV environment.
COMIC was an ESPRIT funded basic research project (EU
The following sections plot some of the first years work in an ongoing programme of activity employing researchers from telecommunications, TV production, media artists and academia.
Inhabited TV (I-TV) and the VIP Model
Inhabited TV is a vision of future media services delivered over Digital TV channels in which shared spaces deliver unprecedented levels of audience participation. Social chat and interaction are mixed with professional content and programming to create on-line tele-communities.
In exploring the domain of Inhabited TV, it has become evident a number of technical, psychological and sociological factors need to be addressed. In our research, we have addressed a number of these issues, culminating in the development of a mixed reality interface to Inhabited TV.
Initial classification of I-TV participation concluded user roles of being either a 'Viewer' of television, an 'Inhabitant' of the eTV virtual space or a 'Performer' contributing to the I-TV production. Throughout the interface, we have sought to incorporate these roles seamlessly, thus:
− Viewer, participant engaged in watching content in isolation of peers; − Inhabitant, participant engaged in a shared space, watching content in the association of peers; − Performer, participant engaged in peer production The VIP model (see fig.1 above) illustrates the community strata as evidenced after our previous experiments in 'Inhabited Television' [Benford98] and [Bradley96] . The audiences were engaged at varying degrees of participation with the content. This variance in participation appears dependant on the level of transportation [Benford96] or distance travelled (metaphorically) through the television towards the performance space. Additionally, viewers, inhabitants and performers are subject to varying degrees of awareness and interaction.
Awareness, Interaction and Boundaries
Awareness of activity involves providing embodiments of participants at each layer. The reason for this is twofold; firstly, it aids in navigation, secondly, it mirrors current practice. The second of these points can be analogised through the broadcasting of a sporting event. For example, consider a televised sporting event such as football.
The football players (performers) have an awareness of the crowd in the stadium (inhabitants) as well as the TV audience (viewers) at home (i.e. through the use of TV cameras).
The importance of this embodiment cannot be underestimated. The performance of both the football team and stadium audience is affected through the presence of viewers (i.e. through the camera proxy). Note however, that the performers and inhabitants cannot see the viewers. This prohibition maintains an existing TV right -that of viewer privacy.
Two other factors besides embodiment in the VIP model are those of interaction and boundaries. Inhabitants (in our football event example, the stadium audience) and performers (the football players) are able to interact with one another, whereas viewers are remote.
The two inner boundaries illustrate a right to transcend from one layer to another. In our 'Heaven and Hell' experiment [Benford98] , inhabitants were encouraged to become performers and were similarly able to return to their inhabitant role after contributing to the production.
eTV Components
Turning our attention now to the virtual environment and design of eTV. Currenty many CVE's, in particular those potentially accommodating many hundreds or thousands of users, either use or will need to use IP multicast [Deering89] [Broll97] and our own eTV all use IP multicast for the obvious advantagesoptimal usage of network resources to deliver multiparty data. However, each of the former designs use multicast in moderately different ways though.
For example, NPSNET allocates multicast addresses to cells (sub-divisions in the virtual environment) preventing data travelling beyond an AOI (Area of Interest), similar in design to the cellular phone network. DIVE (in one application of the technology integrating video [Frecon92] ) allocates a multicast address to all objects in the virtual environment allowing other objects to subscribe to exposed data services. For our part, during the writing of eTV, we have adopted a hybrid approach in the use of multicast. We statically allocate multicast addresses to regions of space as well as dynamically allocating addresses to 'assemblies' of inhabitants and performers as a function of their interactions and awareness of each other.
Spatial Subdivision
In common with heuristics for reducing the amount of extraneous information delivered to all clients so as to reduce their technical, perceptual and cognitive overheads, the eTV architecture adopts methods for spatial scoping. Other CVE's have employed such mechanisms in their design varying in implementation. However, broadly speaking, spatial scoping falls into one of four primary configurations:
1. Static scoping mechanisms, e.g. [Macedonia94] 2. Dynamic scoping mechanisms, e.g. [Greenhalgh94] 3. Semantic scoping mechanisms, e.g. [Sandor97] 4. Hybrid scoping mechanisms, e.g. [Greenhalgh97] Our approach has not been to challenge current practice and thinking in supporting large scale CVE's (at least not at an architectural level -yet). Moreover, we have looked to evolve an architecture that we believe suits the eTV scenario. Therefore, we have implemented a hybrid approach using a static-scoping cell based implementation coupled with a dynamic 'spatial model' [Benford93] running over it. The following list represent our static spatial components:
IEE Colloquium on "Virtual reality: personal, mobile and practical applications" The following sections present our eTV architectural terminology 3 .
Cells
The cell represents a single 2D hexagonal subspace. This is a strict spatial scoping method used to partition space much the same as that presented in [Macedonia94] . Additionally, we have allocated cells based on participant role. Thus, in eTV, we differentiate between Inhabitant cells and Performer cells (Viewer cells do not exist as Viewers do not 'inhabit' the space).
Locales
The locale represents a collection of 7 cells organised in the arrangement presented in fig 2 below. As can be seen, this collection of cells constitutes a combination of 1 performer cell and 6 surrounding inhabitant cells. We deviate from the classic definition of a locale [Barrus96] at this point, as each eTV locale is a fixed and not variable size. The reason for this is that the scoping method is geographical cf. geometrical.
Districts, Regions and Environment
As we are dealing with regular geometric primitives, we are afforded a mathematical luxury in terms of scalability -i.e. tessellation. Tessellation allows us to scale up from cells and locales into other (higher) atomic components. These are; district (a collection of 7 locales, regions (a collection of 7 districts) and environment (a collection of n regions). 
fig. 3: eTV Components Inhabited TV
The components with a broken outline represent those that have yet to be implemented in eTV. Current development has only implemented to locale level and as such, we haven't required the services of either a Region or District Manager. We therefore, defer discussion of these components.
Environment Manager (EM)
The EM is currently responsible for issuing unique identifiers to clients. These are currently allocated per session -changes to this are planned to allow for persistence. Additionally, the EM is the primary network resource allocater. The EM currently loads a list of multicast address:port tuples from a flat file 4 and uses these as the basis for locale manager requests (discussed below). This process will eventually use a protocol currently under development for multicast allocation.
Locale Manager (LM)
The LM manages a single locale. There are an equal number of LM's as there are locales. On start-up, the LM registers itself with the EM, passing in its id and requesting a multicast address. This multicast address is eventually passed to joining clients for them to transmit transformational state changes. Additionally, the LM provides a role as an arbitrator. For example, requests to form groups are made by clients and managed by the LM.
Client (C n )
The client is currently designed to run as a fullscreen application. This is due to eTV's destination hardware platform being the television. The client currently allows users to log-in on a well known port to an EM (passing in the desired locale id), whereafter the EM returns the IP address of the LM to join.
The client joins the LM on the port returned by the EM. Further handshaking between client and LM exchanges the multicast address to join for transformational state change, i.e. client id's, initial position and orientation, etc. Thereafter, the client listens to, and transmits on, the locale multicast address -i.e. the client browses the locale (see 3.4.1).
In addition to this, all other inhabitants currently in the locale are informed about the arrival of the new client and the client is informed about all other inhabitants (this is over the TCP connection to the LM). This large state transfer and layered interaction protocol negates the need for heart beating in the system such as that used in [Macedonia94] .
Layered Interaction
Once clients are in a locale, they begin a process of local negotiation of object collision detection between themselves and other clients using the following simple aura collision equation. Seeing as the locale state is fully distributed, each client knows exactly where it is and models where it believes other clients are. In resolving the ambiguity over distributed state, the process of spatial trading 5 is arbitrated over TCP by the LM. The interaction between clients happens at four layers, each being cumulative -i.e. layer 4 incorporates layers 1-3. Therefore, as clients locally compute an increase in their interaction with another object (from Eq. 1), so the arbitration of this is managed at the LM. The following describes the 'layers' of increasing awareness:
− Browsing (position and orientation only) − Mingling ('e-card' or profile exchange) − Assembling (autio/textual communication) However, as is evident, video conferencing alone is not enough when managing large scale virtual environments, primarily for reasons of scalability. eTV therefore, uses a combination of video inside the CVE to combine the advantages of video with the potential to scale a 3D Euclidean space -a kind of spatially mediated video conferencing.
During execution, conference video is sent and received by both 'inhabitants' and 'performers' with video 'heads' appearing alongside avatars in the virtual environment. Additionally, by employing image processing techniques we are able to segment the video stream such that the (real) background from each 'inhabitant' or 'performer' is subtracted out. This gives the illusion that all video 'inhabitants' and 'performers' share the same space. The advantage of this is that each user perceives themselves, as well each other, to be communicating from within the same environment [Ichikawa96] .
Conclusions
Virtual reality is one of the most dramatic developments of recent years. The progress of computer graphics and human machine interfaces has led to some totally new approaches to the way in which we can interact with machines and models of human imagination.
Digital television potentially offers technologies whereby these new virtual environments may become combined with conventional broadcasts. Combining the two mediums successfully is the challenge that faces many proponents of the oncoming digital age of broadcasting. Indeed, truly revolutionary technologies appear as if they have their own force of magic. Such new technologies swipe aside our existing norms [Morony97] .
Therefore, from the preceding sections, we suggest the following intrinsic requirements in design of a MR Inhabited TV application: − a scalable infrastructure (i.e. the 3D spatial component) − a video streaming capability for both content and inhabitant conferencing (i.e. the 2D video component) − an ability to seamlessly transition between 2D and 3D interfaces (i.e. to go from 2D places to 3D spaces)
In effect, by integrating CVE technology into the digital stream, the television may become a device to communicate through and not just with.
